New Revolutionary Asset Tracking Possibilities with LTE-M Network

ZenBeacon Asset Tracking

ZenBeacon - Cellular

ZenBeacon - BLE
MARKETS & APPLICATIONS

With ZenBeacon - Cellular, you can monitor asset health & location anywhere they are through the cellular network. Battery life can last up to 8 years due to the low power output.

**Construction**
- Track location of tools
- Monitor Temperature of Assets

**Emergency Services**
- Track Location of Lost Stretchers
- Location of Medical Equipment

**Transportation**
- Temperature of Sensitive Shipments
- Track the Location of Trailers

**Warehouse Operations**
- Track Location of Skids
- Monitor Impacts & Battery Life

**DESIGNED & BUILT TO LAST.**
- IP 67 Rating
- 8 Year Battery Life
- Rugged Construction

One of the smallest and most cost effective equipment trackers on the market.

Instantly locate and check the status of machinery, equipment, tools and toolboxes, cargo, and more, all from your smartphone or desktop.
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